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ABSTRACT: Ion channels play crucial roles in transport and regulatory
functions of living cells. Understanding the gating mechanisms of these
channels is important to understanding and treating diseases that have
been linked to ion channels. One potential model peptide for studying
the mechanism of ion channel gating is alamethicin, which adopts a split
α/310-helix structure and responds to changes in electric potential. In this
study, sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFG-VS),
supplemented by attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), has been applied to
characterize interactions between alamethicin (a model for larger channel proteins) and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (POPC) lipid bilayers in the presence of an electric potential across the membrane. The membrane potential
difference was controlled by changing the pH of the solution in contact with the bilayer and was measured using fluorescence
spectroscopy. The orientation angle of alamethicin in POPC lipid bilayers was then determined at different pH values using
polarized SFG amide I spectra. Assuming that all molecules adopt the same orientation (a δ distribution), at pH = 6.7 the α-helix
at the N-terminus and the 310-helix at the C-terminus tilt at about 72° (θ1) and 50° (θ2) versus the surface normal, respectively.
When pH increases to 11.9, θ1 and θ2 decrease to 56.5° and 45°, respectively. The δ distribution assumption was verified using a
combination of SFG and ATR-FTIR measurements, which showed a quite narrow distribution in the angle of θ1 for both pH
conditions. This indicates that all alamethicin molecules at the surface adopt a nearly identical orientation in POPC lipid bilayers.
The localized pH change in proximity to the bilayer modulates the membrane potential and thus induces a decrease in both the
tilt and the bend angles of the two helices in alamethicin. This is the first reported application of SFG to the study of model ion
channel gating mechanisms in model cell membranes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ion channel proteins are transmembrane proteins that regulate
ionic permeability in cell membranes. They are key elements in
signaling and sensing pathways and provide selective transport
in and out of cells.1 Defective ion channels may be a factor in
diseases such as cystic fibrosis, cardiac arrhythmias, and
Parkinson’s disease.2−9 The study of ion channel structures is
important to understanding disease mechanisms and develop-
ing effective treatments.
Voltage-gated ion channels are a subset of transmembrane

ion channels, activated by changes in electrical potential across
the cell membrane.10,11 Much research has been done in
obtaining ion channel crystal structures and understanding how
these channels sense and respond to membrane potential
changes.12−24 Although these studies have substantially
improved our understanding of ion channel voltage sensing,
the detailed mechanism for this process is still an open
question. Currently, three models are under debate: the
transporter model, the helical screw model, and the paddle
model.22,23 We believe that direct, in situ structural measure-

ments of ion channels and related membrane proteins will
elucidate the precise mechanism of ion channel gating.
Alamethicin, frequently used as a model for larger channel

proteins,25−35 is a 20-residue peptide extracted from the fungus
Trichoderma viride. Alamethicin molecules can form voltage-
gated ion channels in membranes.25−38 The molecular structure
and conformational features of alamethicin have been studied
extensively.25−42 The X-ray crystal structure of alamethicin
crystallized from methanol was determined to be predom-
inantly helical with an N-terminal α-helix and a C-terminal
domain containing a 310-helical element.

39 The Pro14 residue
separating the two domains induces a 20°−35° bend in
alamethicin.39

The mechanisms of alamethicin action within cell mem-
branes have been widely studied.25−38 It is currently believed
that alamethicin interacts with cell membranes through the
barrel-stave mode, in which conducting pores in the membrane
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are formed by parallel bundles of 3−12 helical alamethicin
monome r s s u r r ound i ng a c en t r a l , w a t e r -fi l l e d
pore.27,28,37−39,43−45 However, the molecular-level details of
the mechanism of alamethicin channel formation remain
unclear,46,47 with contradictory results regarding its orientation
in cell membranes in the absence of membrane potential. It has
been variously suggested that alamethicin adopts a trans-
membrane orientation,40−42,48−52 lies on the membrane
surface,53−55 or both.56,57 A continuous distribution of
orientations has also been proposed.58 Recently, we applied
sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFG-VS)
to investigate the interactions between alamethicin and
different lipid bilayers without the presence of a membrane
potential.59 SFG-VS is a nonlinear optical spectroscopic
technique which provides vibrational spectra of surfaces and
interfaces.59−71 Our previous studies have indicated that
alamethicin inserts into fluid-phase lipid bilayers, but lies
down and/or aggregates on gel-phase bilayer surfaces.59

To understand the gating mechanism of ion channels, it is
important to investigate these biological molecules in the
presence of a membrane potential. In this study, for the first
time, we investigate the interactions between alamethicin and
model membranes in situ in the presence of a transmembrane
potential.
Membrane potential (e.g., lipid membrane dipole potential)

plays important roles in protein−membrane interactions.72−74

In addition to an external electric field, protons and hydroxides
(or pH variations) can also effectively modulate lipid
membrane potential by altering surface charge and dipole
potential.75−79 Upon exposing a lipid membrane to aqueous
solutions of varying pH, the phosphate and choline groups of
lipid molecules may change charge distribution at the
membrane interface, resulting in alterations of their Debye
length, membrane surface charge density, and zeta poten-
tial.75−79 This can lead to a change in membrane potential and
an increase in channel protein conductance.79 Because pH plays
a crucial role in modulating the electric characteristics of
zwitterionic-based lipid membranes, changes in pH have been
used to modulate the transport properties of alamethicin
oligomers inserted in zwitterionic-based model lipid mem-
branes.75 In addition, earlier studies have indicated that high
pH values increased the open-state probability of the channel of
Entamoeba histolytica, which has a mechanism of action similar
to alamethicin.80 With this in mind, we modulated the
membrane potential by changing the pH of the subphase in
contact with the lipid bilayer. We then investigated how
changes in subphase pH affected the orientation of alamethicin
in membranes using SFG-VS and attenuated total reflectance-
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). Results
from this in situ study will help to understand ion channel
proteins in action with the presence of a membrane potential.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials and Sample Preparations. Alamethicin from

Trichoderma viride was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO)
with a minimum purity of 90%. The lipids 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) ammo-
nium salt (Rhod-DMPE) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids
(Alabaster, AL). Potassium chloride (KCl), potassium phosphate
(K3PO4), and deuterated water (D2O) were ordered from Aldrich
(Milwaukee, WI) with a purity of >99.0% and were used as received.
The stock salt solution (1.0 M) of pH 6.7 or 11.9 was prepared by
dissolving KCl or K3PO4 into ultrapure water from a Millipore system

(Millipore, Bedford, MA). Right-angle CaF2 prisms were purchased
from Altos (Trabuco Canyon, CA). They were thoroughly cleaned as
described elsewhere59 and were verified using SFG to be free of
contamination before lipid deposition.

Single lipid bilayers were prepared on CaF2 substrates using
Langmuir−Blodgett and Langmuir−Schaefer (LB/LS) methods with a
KSV2000 LB system.59,69,71 Lipid bilayers were immersed in water
inside a 1.6 mL reservoir throughout the entire experiment. No SFG
C−H stretching signal was detected after depositing a deuterated lipid
monolayer or bilayer on a CaF2 surface, indicating that there was no
contamination on the CaF2 surface when constructing the lipid
monolayer or bilayer. For alamethicin−bilayer interaction experiments,
∼15 μL of alamethicin solution (in methanol with a concentration of
2.5 mg/mL) was injected into the reservoir, resulting in a final
alamethicin concentration of 23 μg/mL. A magnetic micro stirrer was
used to ensure a homogeneous concentration of peptide molecules in
the subphase below the bilayer.

2.2. Polarized ATR-FTIR and SFG-VS Experiments. Details
regarding SFG theories and instruments have been reported
previously.59−71 The SFG and ATR-FTIR experimental details and
data analysis methods used in this research are presented in the
Supporting Information.

2.3. Estimation of Membrane Potential Difference. It has
been demonstrated that membrane potentials can be measured directly
using fluorescence spectroscopy.81−83 In this study, we estimated the
membrane potential change based on the fluorescent intensity change
of (10%Rhod-DMPE+90%POPC (in mass ratio))/POPC and POPC/
(10%Rhod-DMPE+90%POPC) bilayers using our SFG experimental
geometry (shown in the Supporting Information). The potential
difference across the POPC/POPC bilayer was estimated to be −16.2
mV when the subphase pH was changed from 7.3 to 11.8. This value
agrees with the results of phospholipid 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-phospha-
tidyl-choline reported by Zhou et al.76

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. SFG Results at pH = 6.7. SFG ssp and ppp spectra of
alamethicin in a POPC/POPC bilayer at pH = 6.7 are shown in
Figure 1. Spectra were collected after an injection of a 15 μL
alamethicin/methanol solution into the subphase (∼1.6 mL) of
a POPC/POPC bilayer at pH 6.7. The resulting concentration
of alamethicin in the subphase is 23 μg/mL. We observed three
peaks in these spectra: a 1670 cm−1 peak originating from a

Figure 1. SFG spectra of alamethicin in a POPC/POPC bilayer at pH
= 6.7.
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helical structure dominated by α-helix with minor contribution
from a 310-helix,

59 a 1635 cm−1 peak due to the 310-helical
structure,59 and a 1720 cm−1 signal generated by the carbonyl
groups of the lipid bilayer. More details on the amide I peak
assignments can be found in ref 59 and the references therein.
Alamethicin consists of two helical segments due to the

presence of the helix-breaking Pro14 residue.39 Here, we define
the tilt angles between the principal axis of the α-helix (residues
1−13) or 310-helix (residues 14−20) and the POPC/POPC
bilayer surface normal to be θ1 and θ2, respectively. Molecular
orientation information can be obtained by relating SFG
susceptibility tensor elements χijk (i,j,k = x,y,z) to the SFG
molecular hyperpolarizability tensor elements βlmn (l,m,n =
a,b,c).59−71 For α-helices and 310-helices, the details of
orientation determination using polarized SFG spectra have
been published previously.69 Using the relationship between
the measured ppp and ssp spectral intensity ratios of the peaks
at 1670 and 1635 cm−1, it is possible to determine the
orientation angles θ1 and θ2.

59 Here, the experimentally
measured χppp/χssp ratios of the peaks at 1670 and 1635 cm−1

for alamethicin in the POPC/POPC bilayer at pH = 6.7 are
2.65 and 2.18. The resulting orientation angles θ1 and θ2 are
calculated to be about 72° and 50°, assuming a δ-orientation
distribution.
Our previous SFG studies indicated that alamethicin

molecules also adopt a tilted orientation in a DMPC/DMPC
bilayer with θ1 and θ2 calculated to be 63° and 43°.59 In the
POPC/POPC bilayer used in this work, the alamethicin
molecules are tilted more toward the bilayer surface. “Hydro-
phobic matching” between the hydrophobic region of a peptide
and the hydrocarbon region of a lipid bilayer is the major
requirement for the stable transmembrane insertion of
peptaibols.42,50−52 However, factors such as the hydrophobic
moment of the peptide, the lipid saturated/unsaturated fatty
acyl chain compositions, and the lipid bilayer phase transition
temperature are also important.31,50−52 Although the hydro-
phobic thickness of a POPC bilayer is larger than that of a
DMPC bilayer, the phase transition temperature of POPC is
much lower than that of DMPC because of the unsaturated
chain in POPC. This may lead to the difference in peptide tilt
angle observed.
3.2. SFG Results at pH = 11.9. After all measurements

were performed at pH = 6.7, the subphase pH was raised to
11.9 by adding 100 μL of K3PO4 (in 1 M solution) into the
subphase (∼1.6 mL of DI water), which resulted in a 0.06 M
K3PO4 solution. ATR-FTIR experiments confirmed that the
POPC/POPC bilayer is stable at pH 11.9 in the absence of
peptide based on the ATR-FTIR signals observed in the C−H
stretching frequency region (not shown). Figure 2 shows the
time-dependent intensity change of the SFG amide I peptide
signals (1665 cm−1) in the ppp polarization after changing the
subphase pH from 6.7 to 11.9. The intensity increased
immediately after adjusting the pH, indicating that the pH
change rapidly affected the alamethicin interaction with the
bilayer. Figure 3 presents the SFG spectra of alamethicin in a
POPC/POPC bilayer at pH = 11.9, which shows that the SFG
amide I intensity from alamethicin increased substantially in the
POPC/POPC bilayer.
After adjusting the pH, the fitted χppp/χssp ratios for the peaks

shown in Figure 3 changed to 1.93 and 2.34. From these ratios,
the orientation angles were determined to be θ1 = 56.5° and θ2
= 45°. We compared the fitted χppp and χssp of the 1670 cm−1

peak at different pH values and found that χppp(pH = 11.9)/

χppp(pH = 6.7) = 3.63 and χssp(pH = 11.9)/χssp(pH = 6.7) =
4.11. It is well-known that SFG signal intensity is related to the
number of molecules detected and their orientations. Because
the orientation was deduced above from the χppp/χssp ratio, the
effect of a change in the number of molecules can be isolated.
Thus, by comparing spectral intensities, we quantified that the
number of the molecules that inserted into the lipid bilayer
increased about 2 times after adjusting the pH from 6.7 to 11.9.
To verify that the observed effect arose from the pH change

alone instead of a change in the ionic strength of the subphase,
we also investigated the effect of salt on the SFG signals from
alamethicin in a POPC/POPC bilayer at pH = 6.7. After 300
μL of KCl solution (1.0 M) (pH = 6.7) was added into the
aqueous subphase (resulting in a 0.16 M KCl solution),
alamethicin amide I intensity decreased (data shown in the
Supporting Information). After the addition of KCl, the fitted
χssp and χppp values for the alamethicin amide I signal decreased
by a factor of 1.5 and 1.7, respectively. Overall, the ratio χppp/
χssp decreased slightly in this case, which would indicate that
alamethicin stood up relative to the bilayer.59,69 In that case, an
increase in signal intensity would be expected if the number of
peptide molecules in the lipid bilayer remained the same.

Figure 2. The time-dependent intensity change of ppp SFG spectra at
1665 cm−1 in the alamethicin bound POPC/POPC bilayer after a
change in pH from 6.7 to 11.9.

Figure 3. SFG ssp and ppp spectra of alamethicin in a POPC/POPC
bilayer at pH = 11.9.
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Therefore, the observed decrease in SFG amide I intensity must
come from the “salting out” effect, which results in fewer
peptides in the bilayer. Such an effect has been observed in an
earlier study of the effect of NaCl addition on the incorporation
of alamethicin to a dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC)
bilayer.84 The salt experiment presented here confirms that
the pH change induced more alamethicin to insert into the lipid
bilayer. This change in intensity and the number of peptide
molecules present was found not to be fully reversible when the
pH of the subphase was returned to 7. After the SFG spectra in
Figure 3 were collected, about 40 μL of H3PO4 (in 1.0 M stock
solution) solution was injected into the subphase, and SFG
spectra were collected after equilibration (while the subphase
pH is ∼8.0). After that, an additional 20 μL of H3PO4 (1.0 M)
solution was injected into the subphase, and SFG spectra were
again collected after further equilibration (at a subphase pH
∼7.0). The SFG spectra and the time-dependent SFG signal
change are shown in the Supporting Information. With the
addition of H3PO4, the alamethicin SFG amide I intensity
decreased quickly. The final SFG amide I signal intensity of
alamethicin after the pH returned to ∼7 is lower than the initial
SFG intensity, which may be due to the combination of pH and
salt effects. Another possible reason may be due to the slightly
altered lipid bilayer structure induced by the inserted
alamethicin. As shown in Figure 1, a peak at 1710−1720
cm−1 generated by the carbonyl groups of the lipid bilayer was
observed, while this peak disappeared in Figure 3. On the basis
of this, we believe that the pH effect is not fully reversible.
3.3. ATR-FTIR Results. ATR-FTIR was used as a

supplemental technique to substantiate SFG results. Polarized
ATR-FTIR spectra of alamethicin in a POPC/POPC bilayer are
displayed in Figure 4. According to our previous results,85

spectra were fitted using three peaks centered at 1623, 1635,
and 1660 cm−1. The intensity ratio (R) of the signal measured
using the p- versus s-polarized beam for the 1660 cm−1 peak is
1.15 at pH = 6.7 and 1.50 at pH = 11.9. Assuming a δ
orientation distribution, the orientation angle is determined to
be θ1 = 74° at pH = 6.7 and θ1 = 58° at pH = 11.9. The results
from these ATR-FTIR experiments are comparable to the SFG

results of θ1 = 72° at pH = 6.7 and θ1 = 56.5° at pH = 11.9
presented above. In addition, the fitted absorbance area of the
1660 cm−1 peak increased 1.6 and 2.1 times for s and p
polarizations, respectively. On the basis of the changes in
absorbance area and dichroic ratio, we can deduce that the
number of molecules inserted into the lipid bilayer increased by
∼2× after adjusting the pH from 6.7 to 11.9, in agreement with
our SFG result.

3.4. Combined SFG and ATR-FTIR Studies. In sections
3.1 and 3.2, we assumed that all molecules adopted the same
orientation (a δ distribution). This is supported by the good
agreement between results from SFG and ATR-FTIR (which
measure different orientational parameters). By combining
these results, it is possible to characterize a Gaussian
distribution directly and measure both the average orientation
angle θ and the distribution width σ simultaneously. As
discussed previously,86 SFG can measure ⟨cos θ⟩ and ⟨cos3 θ⟩
(where “⟨⟩” means average). Here, the χppp/χssp ratio measures
⟨cos θ⟩/⟨cos3 θ⟩. ATR-FTIR measures ⟨cos2 θ⟩. Table 1 lists

the deduced combinations of the average angle and angle
distribution from measured SFG and ATR-FTIR data when a
Gaussian distribution is used. Combining SFG and ATR-FTIR
measurements, at pH = 6.7, θ1 = 75°, σ = 5°. At pH = 11.9, θ1 =
58.5°, σ = 8°. Nevertheless, the average angles are similar to
those deduced by the delta orientation distribution, and the
angle distribution widths are quite narrow. We believe that the
narrow orientation distribution width is due to the specific
interactions between lipid bilayer and alamethicin. This is
different from protein−polymer interactions, where many
different interactions can be involved, leading to broad
orientation distributions for proteins adsorbed onto polymers.87

3.5. Further Discussion. Surface charge-induced χ(3)

contributions have been extensively discussed in second
harmonic generation spectroscopy.88−90 We have considered
the possibility that the surface charge (or surface electric field)
could induce χ(3) contributions to SFG amide I signals.91 Such a
method was also reported in a review article by Space and his
colleagues.92 We found that for a static field of 2 × 108 V/m,
the χ(3) contribution is at least 1 order of magnitude smaller
than the χ(2) contribution. In the experiments presented in this
work, our measured membrane potential is much smaller: only
−16.2 mV surface potential difference for two different pH
conditions. If we take the lipid bilayer thickness to be 5 nm, the
calculated field is 3 × 106 V/m, which is almost 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the case discussed previously.91

Therefore, we expect the contribution from the χ(3) term to
be negligible as compared to the SFG signals (χ(2) term).
Because orientation analysis depends on a known secondary

structure, we next considered the possibility that the change in
pH would affect protein conformation. In general, when
alamethicin is denatured, a coiled-coil structure is formed,93

Figure 4. Polarized ATR-FTIR spectra of alamethicin in a POPC/
POPC bilayer at pH = 6.7 and 11.9.

Table 1. Deduced Orientation Angle and Angle Distribution
Widths of θ1 from SFG or ATR-FTIR Measurements, When
a Gaussian Distribution Is Used

Gaussian width

pH method σ = 0 σ = 5 σ = 8 σ = 10

6.7 SFG 72 75 79 85
6.7 ATR-FTIR 74 75 77 78
11.9 SFG 56.5 57.5 58.5 60
11.9 ATR-FTIR 58 58.5 58.5 59
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which shifts the peak centers of the SFG amide I signal and
requires additional spectral fitting using new peak centers. Both
ssp and ppp SFG spectra collected from alamethicin at pH =
6.7 and pH = 11.9 can be fitted using the same two amide I
peaks between 1600 and 1700 cm−1. Previous studies have also
indicated that alamethicin is stable above its pKa (5.2−5.8).94
Moreover, we performed unpolarized ATR-FTIR measure-
ments and CD experiments on alamethicin in the POPC/
POPC bilayer at pH 6.7 and pH 11.9 (Supporting
Information), and no substantial secondary structural changes
were observed. Together, these findings indicate that no
denaturation occurred for alamethicin at pH = 11.9.
Our SFG and ATR-FTIR studies both indicate that

increasing the pH alters not only the orientation of alamethicin,
but also the number of alamethicin molecules present in the
lipid bilayer.
It is interesting to observe that the bend angle between the

two helical components in alamethicin (θ1−θ2) is about 22° at
pH = 6.7 and 11.5° at pH = 11.9 when we assume the plane
containing both helical components is perpendicular to the
membrane surface. These results suggest that an increase in
subphase pH changes not only the peptide orientation (θ1, θ2),
but also the angle of the bend between helical segments (ϕ = θ1
− θ2) (as shown in Figure 5). The change in pH can alter the

membrane surface charge density and membrane dipole
potential. In conjunction with possible lateral pressure effects
within the lipid membrane,75−79 these changes in the
membrane environment can induce alamethicin to stand up
more and unbend as the pH is increased. The observed pH-
dependent alamethicin action is quite similar to the models
proposed by Stockner et al.95 to explain the effect of lateral
pressure upon conformational transition of an ion channel from
the closed to the open state. They built these ion channel
models based on bacterial homologues of the nAChR channel
with different structural properties:96,97 (i) In the asymmetric
tilted helix channel model, the orientation angle becomes more
narrow in the open state. (ii) In the symmetric bent helix
model, the bend angle between the two helical components
becomes smaller in the active state. Stockner’s simulation
results support both models, and a change in lateral pressure
led to a more pronounced effect for the bent-helix model.95

Our experimental results presented above also support both
models.
Generally, the ion channel will not completely open unless

the potential difference is larger than 100 mV. The potential

difference used in this study was only ∼−16.2 mV, which was
not enough to open the channel completely. However, this
potential difference was enough to lead to a detectable change
in alamethicin orientation, which will provide molecular
information on the voltage dependence of the alamethicin
channels formed in membranes.
Although crystal structures are an excellent source of high-

resolution structural information, proteins are far more dynamic
and can interact quite differently in their native environments
(membrane or otherwise) than in the crystal lattice. Although
crystal structures reveal little direct information on how these
proteins interact with membranes, they are certainly valuable in
guiding interpretations. In this study, we successfully applied
SFG-VS and ATR-FTIR to study alamethicin in lipid bilayer in
situ, using the alamethicin crystal structure as a starting point to
interpret our observations. We found that upon membrane
potential change, alamethicin changes its membrane orienta-
tion. Even though we could not directly relate our observations
to interpret gating mechanisms for larger ion channel proteins,
in the future, the application of similar experimental approaches
on more complex systems, for example, larger ion channel
proteins, with the help of newly developed data analysis
software,98 will provide further insight into different gating
mechanisms. Recently, we developed a software package that
can read crystal structures from the protein data bank and
calculate SFG amide I signals of helical structures in the protein
with different polarization combinations as a function of protein
orientation (or orientations of various helical structures within
the protein). In the literature, it is stated that the models for the
modes of voltage sensing under debate are a transporter model,
helical screw model, and paddle model. These models were
proposed for complex ion channel protein systems, examples of
which include the voltage-gated potassium channel protein
KvAP, which contains six hydrophobic segments per subunit,
S1−S6.15−17 The SFG spectral responses due to these three
models should be different. In the transporter model,
orientation of S4 helix changes; in the helical screw model,
none of the helices changes orientation; while in the paddle
model, substantial orientation changes of both S3 and S4
helices occur.99 When studying large ion channel proteins in
the future, we will be able to use the methodology developed in
this study, along with the software package mentioned above, to
investigate orientation changes of helices in situ upon a change
in membrane potential. This will provide direct evidence on
which model best interprets the ion channel working
mechanisms.

4. CONCLUSION
SFG has developed into a powerful tool to study peptide and
protein structures at interfaces.100−115 We have applied SFG to
characterize interactions between the model ion-channel
peptide alamethicin and POPC lipid bilayers, in situ in real
time with the presence of a membrane potential and without
the need for exogenous labels. The membrane potential was
controlled by altering the pH of the bilayer subphase. The
orientation of alamethicin in POPC/POPC lipid bilayers was
determined by deducing the orientations of the α- and 310-
helical structural segments using polarized SFG amide I spectra
and was substantiated by polarized ATR-FTIR studies. We
found that at pH = 6.7, the N-terminal α-helix tilts at about 72°
versus the surface normal in POPC bilayer (θ1), and the C-
terminal 310-helix (beyond the Pro14 residue) tilts at about 50°
versus the surface normal (θ2). When pH was increased to 11.9,

Figure 5. (A) The definition of tilt angle and bend angle of
alamethicin in POPC/POPC bilayer. (B) A schematic to show the pH-
dependent channel gating action of alamethicin.
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the orientation angles θ1 and θ2 decreased to 56.5° and 45°,
respectively, indicating a change in peptide orientation as well
as in the bend between helical segments. The change in
membrane potential caused by the change in pH also induced
the immediate insertion of more alamethicin molecules into the
membrane. Our results from SFG and ATR-FTIR were in good
agreement, showing that the orientation distribution of
alamethicin in the POPC bilayer is quite narrow. This work
provides a basis for future elucidation of gating mechanisms of
larger ion channel proteins using SFG in physiologically
relevant environments in situ.
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